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In historical linguistics, an Urheimat / Ëˆ ÊŠÉ™r h aÉª m É‘Ë• t / (from German ur-"original" and Heimat,
home, homeland) is the area of origin of the speakers of a proto-language, the (reconstructed or known)
parent language of a group of languages assumed to be genetically related.. Depending on the age of the
language family under consideration, its homeland may be known with near-certainty ...
Urheimat - Wikipedia
The concept of race as a rough division of anatomically modern humans (Homo sapiens) has a long and
complicated history.The word race itself is modern and was used in the sense of "nation, ethnic group" during
the 16th to 19th century, and only acquired its modern meaning in the field of physical anthropology from the
mid 19th century. The politicization of the field under the concept of ...
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